HI-STANDARD
AUTOMATIC
TRAPPERS' AND
TARGET PISTOL

.22 Caliber Long-Rifle Cartridges
High Speed and Regular

10 SHOTS

IDEAL FOR TARGET AND TRAP LINE, ALSO FOR HUNTING SMALL GAME
HI-STANDARD AUTOMATIC PISTOL
.22 LONG-RIFLE HIGH SPEED AND REGULAR

BARREL—Length, 63/4 inches. Small bore, with deep rifling, allowing for superior accuracy, extreme penetration and long wear. A revelation in store for shooters of this fine arm. Heavy barrel, giving a wonderful balance.

TAKE-DOWN—Instantaneous. Slide removed without use of any tools, for inspection and cleaning of barrel from breech end.

SIGHTS—Partridge front and open rear, for clear vision.

EXTRACTOR—Positive extraction.

MAGAZINE—10-shot capacity. Built for easy feeding of cartridges. It will be found convenient to carry an extra loaded magazine in the pocket, and we recommend the purchase of an extra one with each pistol, price $1.50.

SAFETY—Positive. Really locks the sear.

GRIPS—Special diamond checkered hard rubber.

FINISH—Blued.

CARTRIDGES—.22 caliber long-rifle rim fire. Shoots the new high speed greaseless cartridge, making the arm ideal for trappers, as it will function in the coldest of weather. Also handles all standard makes of .22 caliber long-rifle high speed and low pressure ammunition, with lubricated bullet.

MANUFACTURE—Built by gun mechanics who have had a lifetime experience in producing reliable firearms.

GUARANTTEE—Carefully inspected and tested. Guaranteed to give satisfaction.

MODEL "B"

PRICE

$20.00

ALSO MADE WITH 4 1/2 INCH BARREL

A RELIABLE PISTOL for TRAPPERS and TARGET SHOOTERS
INSTRUCTIONS

TO TAKE DOWN—First cock the hammer by opening sliding bolt "A" and letting it snap forward. Then push in on plunger "B" located at rear end of bolt "A"; at the same time pull down on take-down lever "C" and draw bolt back off frame. Be sure and hold lever "C" down all the way until bolt is removed.

TO RE-ASSEMBLE—Pull down on take-down lever "C" and insert front end of bolt on rear of frame, sliding forward as far as the hammer. Depress hammer and push bolt "A" forward to a closed position. Push in on plunger "B" and take-down lever "C" will snap up into place. Caution! Be sure that take-down lever "C" snaps up into place before firing the gun. If take-down lever "C" will not go up, examine portion of plunger "B" just inside of bolt and see if this has become turned so that a solid part is down. If so, this can be easily corrected by twisting with thumb on knurled end until slot is visible at bottom.

TO OPERATE—Fill magazine with long-rifle cartridges and insert in handle. Pull slide "A" as far as it will go, then release it, which allows the slide to carry a cartridge into the barrel, after which all that is necessary is to pull the trigger for each shot.

When the arm is dis-assembled there are no loose parts, springs, screws or pins to lose.

Barrel may be cleaned from the rear; cleaning from the muzzle wears the lands of the rifling of any arm, destroying its accuracy and usefulness.

The Hi-Standard automatic target pistol at $20.00 represents a real saving in the established price of a good reliable pistol that you cannot afford to overlook. Will do everything that can be accomplished with a more expensive pistol; its wonderful balance and extreme accuracy recommends it to members of pistol clubs who are looking for the best. It also offers the trapper a reliable pistol at a lower price and, because of the increased power of the new high speed loads that it will handle, an effective weapon for quickly killing and not mutilating the fur.

MANUFACTURED BY
THE HIGH STANDARD MFG. CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
U. S. A.

DISTRIBUTORS

Send Your Orders Now to
J. WARSHAL & SONS
1014 First Ave. - Seattle, Wash.